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Abstract

The paper contains some general remarks on the high art of data analysis, some philosophical thoughts about classification, a partial review of outliers and robustness from the point of view of applications, including a discussion of the problem of model choice, and a review of several aspects of robust estimation of covariance matrices, including the pragmatic choice of a weight function based on empirical and theoretical evidence. Several sections contain new (or at least original) ideas: There are some proposals for incorporating robustness into Bayesian practice and theory, including weighted log likelihoods and Bayes’ theorem for weighted data. Some small ideas refer to artificial classification in a continuum, to a “robust” (Prohorov-type) metric for high-dimensional data, and to the use of multiple minimum spanning trees. A promising but difficult research idea for clustering on the real line, based on a new smoothing method, concludes the paper.

1 Introduction

When I was asked to give a keynote lecture at this grand conference, I first hesitated and thought it might be some kind of misunderstanding. After all, I had never properly done research in classification or clustering, my research in robustness theory (which might and should be a general background tool at this conference) lies decades back, I did not follow up the literature, and my (intensive) practical work in data analysis is long past. On the other hand, my present work on the foundations of statistics can clarify many concepts and controversies and can reconcile frequentists and Bayesians on a higher level, but apart from the concepts (and a few simple examples) it is not yet applicable.

But then I thought that many researchers, both in theory and applications, are so engulfed in what they are presently doing, and busy reading the most modern literature of their respective narrow fields, that it might occasionally be a good idea for them to hear a talk “from the outside”, which gives them a bird eye’s view of statistics, which reminds them of the roots of some of the things they are doing (in the hope of often still badly needed clarification), and which exposes them to a number of fresh ideas, some of which may become a useful tool or may lead to fruitful further research.

In this spirit, I am starting with some general philosophical thoughts about classification, and then I recall some basic ideas, tools and results in robustness theory, which are still often unknown, distortedly known, misunderstood or ignored, but which should be in the tool box of every practical statistician, including every pragmatic Bayesian. An outline of how the results of robustness theory might be incorporated into a more canonical Bayesian theory (which may mean an extension of canonical Bayesian theory) follows, including the use of weighted likelihoods and Bayes’ theorem for weighted data.
I apologize if some of my proposals, here and later in the paper, are already (unknown to me) somewhere in the literature; if they are not new, they are at least original, and I think it is better an idea is published twice than it is not published at all.

After mentioning the future potential of the use of upper and lower (instead of only ordinary) probabilities in statistics, I return to details of robust covariance matrices and associated weight functions. Several small subsections on more or less tentative ideas follow. The section on subdividing a continuum may be mathematically simple, but logically interesting (leading to a nontransitive definition of “potentially equal”). The robust metric introduced is of potential use anywhere in multivariate statistics where a metric occurs; its practical usefulness has to be tried out. The idea of superimposing several minimum spanning trees for interactive exploratory data analysis has its roots in some practical experiences, but again it has to be tried out in order to learn about its practical value. The last proposal is more an extensive research program: to use the existing beginnings of a “truly smooth” (neither biased nor locally wiggly), but very complicated smoothing method (an improved counterpart of splines, in a way) for developing tests for clusters, modes, and mixture components for data on the real line.

Before we go into the details of the next sections, we should remember the high standards of good data analysis (which are missing in mathematical theories). For example, in regression (and elsewhere), we should be “fitting equations to data” (Daniel and Wood 1980), and not “fitting data to equations” (or preconceived models), as is frequently done. Daniel (cf. also the highly recommendable book by Daniel 1976 on ANOVA) shows that in order to be an excellent data analyst, it suffices to know very little mathematics, but to have a lot of common sense, including a deep intuitive understanding of simple mathematical formulae, a down-to-earth interpretation of the data, and a clear and thorough understanding of the practical problem to be solved.

This does not mean that no high-power mathematics is needed in statistics; for example, the very basic problem of the violation of the independence assumption of supposedly i.i.d. data (even measurement data in the hard sciences), of which first-class statisticians such as Newcomb, K. Pearson, “Student” and Jeffreys were clearly aware, could only be modeled and attacked successfully after Kolmogorov invented abstractly, and Mandelbrot introduced into parts of statistics, the mathematically highly demanding and “pathological” increment processes of self-similar processes; but the consequences for practical statistics (cf. Hampel et al. 1986, Ch. 8.1; Kuensch et al. 1993) are in full agreement with what C. Daniel and undoubtedly other first-rate practitioners knew qualitatively already from experience. (This topic of lack of independence is not discussed here further.)

Unfortunately, what is very often missing (even in theoretical discussions), is the interpretation of mathematical results in the light of the problems of practical data analysis (see Hampel 1998a). Often there is a deep gap, and a lot of misuse of the results of mathematical statistics. What should also be more emphasized is the iterative going back and forth between the statistical analysis and the background knowledge from the subject matter science; it is often nonsense to require that a purely statistical analysis be complete in itself.

An early source for openminded and thorough data analysis (not blinded by any mathematical theory), which should be compulsory reading for every data analyst, is “Student” (1927). There are also many excellent data analyses in Jeffreys (1939). For more recent examples of creative and innovative data analyses (besides C. Daniel), see the writings by J.W. Tukey, F. Mosteller, G.E.P. Box and others. There are also some condensed but deep data analyses in Hampel (1987), including germs for new methods in design of experiment. An interesting example of modern thinking about data analysis can be found
2 Some philosophical thoughts

Classification, the separation and naming of appearances, is one of the most basic cultural activities of humanity: it is a fundament for our science and civilization. Thus, astronomy started with naming the stars and constellations and separating out the planets (in the old sense). Modern geology began with the statistical separation (by the number of surviving fossils) and naming (from Eocene to Pleistocene) of consecutive geological layers by Lyell. Modern biology began with Linné's system of nomenclature, which basically is still used today.

Names of human persons, gods (or God), spirits, and animals often had a mythical importance and power attached to them (we still find remnants of this). Nowadays, names are more and more replaced (at least in part) by numbers (such as passport number, social security number), a trend enhanced by the computer. But even the simple step from “one” to “two” needs the separation of the world into (at least) two entities.

In a deep philosophical sense, the world is basically One. This attitude is explored in detail in the old Indian philosophy of Advaita Vedanta, and is also found in mystics of probably all religions, including the Christian one (for example in Meister Eckhart). But as they all emphasize, this “Oneness” cannot appropriately be described by our language, only circumscribed and approximated from the outside, as it were, because language means words, and words automatically mean separation. “Every word a lie.” - However, outside rare mystical experiences, we all live on the other side of the “veil of Maya”, in a dualistic world with differences and with language, which reflects these differences. It is interesting to note that in the Bible one of the first tasks God gives to Adam (still in Paradise) is to name and thereby separate all the animals and birds. This can be seen as the beginning of classification.

In modern research on classification, especially in cluster analysis, it may be useful to remember occasionally that, in a sense, all classification is more or less arbitrary, that its boundaries are fuzzy (even those between life and death, as modern medicine had to acknowledge), and that we probably should ask more often inhowmuch (not: whether or not) a given classification scheme matches our observations. For example, in biology the only halfways reasonably definable classification concept (limiting arbitrariness) is the species concept; but even on this level, there is a permanent merging and splitting going on (as I am noting for birds and orchids). And what about a species like the Common Ringed Plover (Charadrius hiaticula), a small shorebird, which breeds from Baffin Land and Greenland through northern Europe, Asia and North America, gradually changing in what is called a Cline, until it meets its relatives again on Baffin Land, but now it looks and behaves like a different species (Ch. semipalmatus)? (If one wants to cling to the species concept, a split has to be made at an arbitrary line - for convenience, the Bering Sea was chosen.)

In many situations, there are “natural” groups, separated from each other (apart, perhaps, from a few “hybrids”), to be described by the classification scheme. Even there, much may depend on the degree of refinement of the differentiation, and the overall structure may be more like a complicated tree, with branches at different “heights” (as in the dendrograms of hierarchical clustering). It is also possible that another than the “best-fitting” structure is required by outside reasons, most often a linear sequence for listing for convenience “canonically”, for example, all birds of the world, although every specialist is aware of a better fitting tree structure (which also is changing over time), with a few
small “loose” (hard to localize) branches.

In other situations, there is a continuum to be separated artificially, for convenience, into several classes. The continuum may be on a qualitative scale (e.g., hardness) or described by 1 (e.g., brightness of stars), 2 (e.g., off-the-peg clothing) or more quantitative variables; and the values of these variables may be determined more or less accurately. For example, many interpretations of a biplot or correspondence analysis by sociologists, psychologists etc. would fit in here. There are also diseases measured on a quantitative scale (e.g., blood particle counts); and while usually a “norm” region is interpreted as meaning “healthy” and all other values as meaning “sick”, one might ask whether for some purposes it might not be better to define 3 or more classes, such as “clearly healthy”, “clearly sick”, and some region of increasing suspicion in between. (It is interesting to note that on a hard technical and empirical level, methods for dealing with outliers which include a smooth transition zone have proven to be clearly superior to all methods which use “hard”, sudden “rejection of outliers”, cf. Hampel 1985).

In more difficult situations, nothing or not much is known about the type of structure, which is to be inferred solely or mainly from the data. For example, for a long time it was not known whether double stars and star clusters (such as the Pleiades) also belong together physically (some do, some do partially).

Probably many clusters as found in cluster analysis can be described as a scatter around a zero-dimensional point; but some clusters may be scatters around a linear or curved one-dimensional structure, or around a higher-dimensional structure. It can be seen as a higher level task of cluster analysis to find not only points belonging together, but also the dimension and structure describing the clusters. (Some techniques needed may be based upon factor analysis. It should also be noted that solutions need not be unique: a zero-dimensional cluster with a highly elongated scatter ellipsoid may look the same as a linear one-dimensional cluster, and so on; and the dimension might even vary within the cluster.)

3 A brief review of outliers and gross errors

A problem with which all practical statisticians, be they frequentists or Bayesians, have to deal, is that of outliers and gross errors. Outliers - or more generally, outlying substructures - are data which are “far away” from the bulk of the data, or more precisely, which do not fit the pattern suggested by the majority of the data. “Outlier” is an ill-defined concept, with only artificial borders within a fuzzy transitional zone; nevertheless it is a useful concept, as long as one keeps its very limitations in mind. (As in other situations with classification, there are clear cases of class A, there are clear cases of class B, and there are other cases which do not fit in clearly.)

Outliers are not the same as gross errors. Gross errors are cases where “something went wrong”; for example, equipment failure, transmission errors, false categories in a structured design, or mistaken measurement of a member of a different population. The percentage of gross errors differs of course with the quality of the data; but it may still be surprising to some that even for routine data (i.e. data not taken with very special care) in the exact sciences, 1-10% gross errors appear to be the rule rather than the exception (cf., e.g., Hampel et al. 1986, Ch. 1.4). For medical data, about 10% and even about 25% gross errors have been cited. And even after careful checking, to the satisfaction of the authors, 15 data sets in the behavioral sciences still contained around 1% and up to 4% (and only in one case zero) gross errors (Rosenthal 1978). Thus, it is clear that we have to live with them. And since a single, sufficiently distant gross error can completely spoil
a normal theory (or least squares) analysis, we also have to cope with them.

Outliers may be gross errors; but they may also come from a genuinely longtailed
distribution (e.g., the effects on one of the four levels of the famous hierarchical random
effects model in Bennett 1954 are best modeled by a Cauchy among all \( t \)-distributions);
or they may come from a different distribution and (though formally still a “gross error”) may give a valuable - if not the most valuable - unsuspected new information.

Clearly, known gross errors should be given zero weight in the analysis of the bulk of
the data; but they should be looked at separately and not be discarded immediately, in
order to see what can be learned from them. If an outlier is known or assumed to be a
proper observation, it is a common mistake to give it full weight in, for example, a normal
theory analysis. This is a costly mistake because the outlier clearly shows that the model
of the normal distribution is wrong, and that the true model is longer-tailed; and the best
(e.g., maximum likelihood and Bayes) methods for longtailed distributions give very low
influence (cf. the influence function in, e.g., Hampel et al. 1986) and hence very low weight
to outlying points. (The only case where a full weight is justified is a truly nonparametric
situation (e.g., when a mean or total is required no matter what the distribution), with
its associated severe difficulties.) Thus, fortunately, the treatment of outliers of different
types in connection with the bulk of the data is qualitatively, and can be made exactly,
the same in most situations; it is only their interpretation which differs.

4 The question of model choice

If, as it occurs frequently in classification and cluster analysis, a model of multivariate
normality is tentatively entertained and there appear to be outliers which are not gross
errors, many scientists, both Bayesians and frequentists, are inclined to change the model,
by adding more parameters and including longtailed distributions. I do not think this
is the best idea. It prevents the worst — and in that sense it is defensible —, but it
generally leads to rather mediocre procedures, as is shown by a number of 3-parameter and
adaptive procedures in the Princeton Monte Carlo study of location estimates (Andrews
et al. 1972), including those named after Hogg, L.J. Savage, Takeuchi, Jaeckel, and others.
Such models cannot claim either to be the exact “true model”; they are more complicated,
mathematically less nice and harder to interpret; they either lose efficiency by switching
between simple models, or they try to estimate ill-determined parameters and thus are
in danger of doing overfitting (which may be a partial explanation for their surprisingly
mediocre performance); and they contradict one of the deepest principles of experienced
data analysis (C. Daniel, in his Berkeley lectures 1968): use (and first search for) the
simplest model reasonably possible, even if it is “significantly wrong” (!), because it is
more useful, more reliable and better generalizable (C.D.’s term) than a more complicated
one. (If a complicated model is not too much ad hoc and can be interpreted, or if it is even
called for by the background knowledge of the problem, and if simultaneously the sample
size is large enough, then such a complicated model may be the simplest one reasonably
possible.)

Thus, in general I’d suggest to keep the simple model of normality (or whatever the
most basic model is, such as normality after a simple transformation(!), or exponentiality),
but to treat it explicitly as only an approximation to reality. This is done in robustness
theory, the stability theory of statistical procedures (cf. Huber 1981 and Hampel et al.
1986, especially Ch. 1; for a recent overview, including also the problem of violation of
the independence assumption, which is not treated in this talk, cf. also Hampel 2002).
The theory allows at the same time for outliers, gross errors, longtailed (and shorttailed)
distributions, small visible distortions of the model distribution and the imperceptible deviations from the ideal model distribution which still can have large effects on the efficiency (cf., e.g., Tukey 1960). There has been a rich technology built up, with concepts such as $M$-estimators (or estimating equations; slight but powerful generalizations of maximum likelihood estimators), influence curve or influence function IF (describing the local effect of each data point or potential observation on whatever is being estimated; closely related to the jackknife and various forms of sensitivity curves, to perturbation theory and sensitivity analysis, and, more mathematically, to derivatives of functionals and - highly useful - Taylor expansions), and breakdown point BP (a global robustness concept, essentially the smallest fraction of arbitrary gross errors or outliers which can make a procedure totally unreliable). On this general basis (which holds for every “reasonable” parametric model!), a specific technology was developed, and checked by Monte Carlo studies, for how to deal with approximately normal data with outliers in practice, leading to 2- and 3-part redescending $M$-estimators, Tukey’s biweight, and other estimators of the same type (cf. Andrews et al. 1972, Hampel 1985, Hampel 1997). (Huber-estimators and related ones are only a first, though important and necessary step; in the same way, in which Huber-estimators sacrifice a few percent efficiency under the strict normal distribution for being arbitrarily much better than least squares under more realistic alternatives, good redescenders sacrifice a few percent under Huber’s least favorable distribution, for being at least 10-20\% more efficient than Huber-estimators under more realistic distributions which include outliers. But Huber was right in warning against the careless and thoughtless use of redescenders, without sufficient understanding about the problem of multiple solutions.)

Bayesians seem to have problems with the idea of an approximate model, which does not fit into their traditional paradigm. Some suggestions for them are given below (Sec. 5).

Some decades ago, many statisticians switched to nonparametric procedures “because normality is not true”; now, for the same reason, some are switching to models with upper and lower probabilities. Either method may be perfectly appropriate in a given situation, but they are not, or at least not fully justified by the reason given. There is no need to “pour out the baby with the bath water” and abandon the model (e.g. normality) entirely.

We can try to summarize a fairly simple treatment of data from an approximate model (which is still sufficiently general for most purposes):

(i) give central (“clearly good”) observations weight one, and distant outliers (which in classification and cluster analysis may already belong to another population) weight zero;

(ii) decrease the weight continuously, and not too quickly, in the “zone of doubt” from one to zero.

The quantitative details are not so important, but it is essential that the weights decrease rather smoothly and not too quickly, especially in the range where they are still high. Otherwise inefficiency and instability may result. (Cf. Hampel 1997.)

For some more details on which redescending methods to use in practice, see also Hampel (1980).

It should be stressed that not only “clear outliers”, but also “doubtful outliers” should be looked at separately (and interpreted, if possible); in connection with other knowledge, they may give valuable information (cf. the example in Hampel 1987, Sec. 3, p. 101ff).

With the downweighting, we are not doing a “test whether the value is an outlier”. If one really wants to know how “unlikely” a value is, it is not appropriate to use the
normal distribution as basis; both Bayesians and frequentists would have to estimate the
longtailedness of the true distribution of the “good” data (which would lead to very different
results); but most good scientists will prefer practical expertise to a formal rejection
rule (for the interpretation of outliers. For assessing the structure of the bulk of the data,
“doubtful outliers” should still be kept with their partial weight).

If for nonstatistical reasons (e.g. because of simplicity) a “classification” (separation)
of the data into only two “classes” (“good” and “bad”) is required (although this is highly
artificial), then rejection rules based on the median deviation or MAD (the median of the
absolute deviations from the sample median) work best, and even they lose at least about
10-20% efficiency unnecessarily, compared with good “smooth redescenders”. Subjective
rejection (if well done) also prevents the worst, but it has been shown to lose also about 10-
20% efficiency unnecessarily (Relles and Rogers 1977, Hampel et al. 1986, Ch. 1.4). It has
often been said that the whole methodology of rejection of outliers is faulty in principle;
but in addition most rejection rules proposed in the literature (cf., e.g., Barnett and Lewis
1994) are only mediocre to bad. Even the frequently used largest Studentized residual
(“Grubbs’s rule”) is only mediocre, with a breakdown point around 10%, and works only
for fairly high-quality data. See Hampel 1985 for details. Not even the interquartile range
can fully replace the MAD (cf. Andrews et al. 1972, Ch.7E3).

A few words might be added on the question of efficiency. Many statisticians have
objected to robust procedures for the normal model because robust procedures “lose effi-
ciency”. But this argument is nonsensical. These statisticians lose not a few, but dozens
percent efficiency with normal theory methods, without even noticing it, the misleading
and false suggestions or claims by Cox and Hinkley (1968), Stigler (1977) and the Gauss-
Markov theorem (to cite a few sources) notwithstanding (cf., e.g., Hampel 1998a). On
the other hand, a few dozen percent efficiency loss may often be bearable in practice, as
long as the analysis is good otherwise (with respect to systematic errors, model choice,
etc). It may also be stressed that the arithmetic mean is “much less nonrobust” than the
empirical variance (for which the efficiency is in fact not rarely close to zero), so the mean
without extreme outliers may well be used with rather modest efficiency standards. (With
high standards, if trying to have just a few percent avoidable efficiency loss, one needs
the utmost of robustness technology.) In the topics of this conference, simple and flexible
tools seem often more important than the last refinements, hence details about how to
“optimize” robust procedures will at most be alluded to.

5 Some suggestions for Bayesians

5.1 General remarks

Bayesians seem to have problems with robustness, especially with robustness against de-
viations from the parametric model (there is now quite a bit of work concerning certain
aspects of robustness against changes of the prior distribution). The most common way
out in practice still seems to be the replacement of the original parametric model, such
as normality, by another, more complicated ad hoc model. These models are, strictly
speaking, as unrealistic as the original model; if (as is frequently the case) they are chosen
with good intuition, they do work for a full neighborhood of the original model, but this
can only be proven by robustness theory. For an old numerical data set, see Dempster
(1975) and the subsequent discussion, where the results (apart from the formalism) are
virtually identical with those of “classical” robustness theory.

It may also be noted that a sequence of Bayes estimators (indexed by \( n \), for a fixed
prior) can often also be viewed as a sequence of functionals, a different one for each \( n \). In order to apply asymptotic theory for a Bayes estimator for a given \( n \), one ought to use the functional for that fixed \( n \) (which the sequence of Bayes estimators “crosses” on its smooth but nondirect way to infinity), go to infinity with it (and NOT with the Bayes estimators) and extrapolate back from infinity onto this fixed \( n \). This allows also to transfer concepts such as influence function and breakdown point onto Bayes estimators for each given \( n \) in a meaningful and informative way.

### 5.2 Robustified likelihood function

Some Bayesians may want to cling to their original model and to an unmodified likelihood function, yet be somewhat robust. For them I offer the following tentative suggestion. All they have to do is to replace the most extreme observations by pseudo-observations, which behave like data from the ideal model and do not contain dangerous outliers. It is well known that transition to ranks loses amazingly little information, and it is also known that the estimator derived from the Fisher-Yates-Terry-Hoeffding-van der Waerden test or normal scores test is robust and asymptotically fully efficient under the model of normality, although already in small neighborhoods of the normal, it is empirically surpassed by the Hodges-Lehmann-estimator derived from the Wilcoxon test, as predicted by its lower breakdown point (Hampel 1983). The basic idea is now to determine iteratively a central region with unchanged data, and replace the most extreme ones by something related to the normal scores.

More precisely, let (under the ideal model) for \( i \leq n \) the \( X_i \) be \( i.i.d. \sim N(\theta, 1) \), and assume the \( X_i \) are already ordered. Let \( t \) be a trial value for \( \hat{\theta} \) (starting with the median), then keep all \( X_i \) with \( |X_i - t| \leq c \) (with \( c = 2 \) or perhaps = 1.5). Let \( X_k \) be the largest \( X \leq t + c \); let \( \Phi(c) = d \), where \( \Phi \) is the cumulative standard normal distribution; then, for all \( j > k \), replace \( X_j \) by something like \( t + \Phi^{-1}(aj + b) \) with \( a = (1 - d)/(n - k) \) and \( b = 1 - (n + 1)(1 - d)/(n - k) \) (for variants, see below). That is, replace the upper tail by an “ideal” normal sample. Do analogously for the lower tail. Call the new pseudo-observations, depending on \( t \) (including the central ones) \( Y_i \). Compute the new \( t = \Sigma Y_i/n \) and iterate until convergence. This means, solve the implicit equation \( \Sigma(Y_i(t) - t) = 0 \).

The new pseudosample would contain about the same information as the original one if that came from an exact normal distribution, but it does not contain dangerous outliers anymore. Its likelihood can be plugged into Bayes’ theorem in the usual way.

Some variants for the argument of the inverse cumulative normal are the following. One may try to put some more “natural” variability into the tail pseudovalues; this can be achieved by replacing \( j \) by \( j + \epsilon \), where the \( \epsilon \)’s are independent uniform on \([-1/2, 1/2]\]. One may also try to get a smoother transition between \( X_k(= Y_k) \) and \( Y_{k+1} \), for example by putting \( Y_{k+1} = X_{k+1} \) and starting the (perhaps approximately) linear scale in the argument of \( \Phi^{-1} \) from there.

A related approach would be the following. Start with a trial value \( t \) and an \( \epsilon > 0 \), such as \( \epsilon = 1/(n + 1) \), and replace each \( X_i - t \) by \( \Phi^{-1}((1 - \epsilon)\Phi(X_i - t)) \). Compute the mean as the correction of the old \( t \) and iterate until convergence. Instead of \( \Phi \), it is even easier to use the cumulative logistic distribution. This procedure can also be restricted to the tails of the sample, as above; it contains a bit more information from the original sample and is also somewhat robust.

If \( t \) is a good robust starting value, the first step of the iterations (in all these cases) may already suffice (cf. the experiences in Andrews et al. (1972) and Bickel’s (1975) proofs of asymptotic equivalence).
5.3 Bayes’ theorem for weighted data

One of the most useful and important descriptions and tools in robust statistics is down-weighting of outlying and nearly outlying points. The weights are to be determined, e.g., by the influence function of the $M$-estimator used, and thus are determined randomly by the whole sample. ($M$-estimators are basic for being able to reject outliers smoothly.) In general, the weights change with the parameter component being estimated, and the class of multivariate estimates obtained with “random weighting” (one weight only for all parameters in each data point, as in “iteratively reweighted least squares”) is not the same as that obtained by “random transformations” (e.g., iterative Huberizing), cf. Hampel (1978). For multiple regression (with fixed $x$-variables), they are the same, but not in multivariate analysis. The class of all $M$-estimators is even more general. Nevertheless, for reasons of simplicity, we may often restrict ourselves to estimators based on “random weighting”, as has been implicitly done in some sections above.

Since the weights are random weights, frequentists have to worry about their variability (which caused some complications in the seventies when such estimators were first discussed). I believe Bayesians (and adherents of the likelihood school) have a great advantage here, because they believe in the strong likelihood principle. For them, it does not matter how the weights were obtained; all they have to accept is that somehow these weights measure the internal consistency of a data point with the rest of the sample (independently of any prior belief), and then they can treat them as fixed weights.

Since the log likelihood ratios \( \log(l_x(\theta_1)/l_x(\theta_2)) \) measure the evidence of one parameter value over another one, and since the evidence can be weakened, even down to zero, by multiplication with the weight attached to it, it appears very natural to define the joint likelihood of a sample of i.i.d. observations, weighted by weights \( w_i \) (\( 0 \leq w_i \leq 1 \)), as \( \Pi_x w_i l_x(\theta) \), and the log likelihood as \( \Sigma w_i \log l_x(\theta) \). (\( \Sigma w_i \) can be taken as the effective sample size.) With apriori-distribution \( \alpha(\theta) \), we thus obtain Bayes’ theorem for weighted data:

\[
\alpha(\theta|x_1, \ldots, x_n) = \frac{\alpha(\theta) \cdot \Pi_x w_i l_x(\theta)}{\int \alpha(\theta') \Pi_x w_i l_x(\theta') d\theta'}
\]

This formula, together with just some reasonable weights derived from robustness considerations, allows Bayesians to make inference which is robust against deviations of the distribution of the data from the assumed model.

In most cases, the \( w_i \) are \( \equiv 1 \) for the “good” data - which have to exist for defining a model structure. However, sometimes we may discount the whole data batch for outside reasons, for example, if we doubt its overall quality, and then we may multiply all weights by a factor \( < 1 \), so that we obtain max \( w_i < 1 \).

It is clear that one needs “enough” data for a purely internal “consistency check” (at least 3, preferably many more, in the case of the normal with unknown mean and variance). However, if also the prior is used for checking the reasonableness of the data, even a single observation can be downweighted. This gives an automatic solution to the problem of obvious discrepancy between prior and the data (more or less keeping the prior), although in some cases we would rather trust the data than the prior. (We could still treat the data as a more or less internally consistent group of “outliers” compared with our prior belief, which describe a “new” population of data sources.)

Bayesians who are not quite so pragmatic as to accept weights from some “outside” source such as common sense or robustness theory, may try to develop a purely Bayesian internal check for consistency of the data. (Perhaps this has been done already.) However, if they are sufficiently pragmatic to still care a little bit about frequentist properties, they
should try to develop this check in alignment with the empirical and theoretical results of robustness theory.

5.4 Upper and lower probabilities

An extension of Bayesian theory which may help to model the state of our knowledge more flexibly and appropriately (and which can also precisely model the “state of total ignorance” with respect to a parameter), is the incorporation of upper and lower probabilities. This has been done by professed Bayesians such as Dempster (1967, 1968) and Good (cf. e.g., Good 1983 and the literature therein); it has been worked out by Shafer (1976), Smets and others to the so-called Dempster-Shafer belief function theory; and it is also in the background of the work by Berger (1984) and others on robustness against changes of the apriori-distribution. Upper and lower probabilities are more appropriate to describe uncertain and ambiguous knowledge and hence for statistical inference, while Bayesian proper probabilities are in general only suitable for decisions (if this distinction is being made). A unifying statistical theory which combines the aleatory probabilities of the Neyman-Pearson theory with the epistemic probabilities of the Bayesians, using (new) frequentist epistemic probabilities as a bridge which contain Fisher’s fiducial probabilities in a corrected form, is outlined in Hampel (1998b, 2000). This theory is not yet suitable for general practical use, but it clarifies already many concepts, up to almost complete symmetry between the (extended) frequentist and the Bayesian approach.

I do not know how much has already been done, but I can imagine the (sensible) introduction of upper and lower probabilities into classification and cluster analysis to become very fruitful.

6 Some remarks on robust covariance matrices

6.1 General remarks

A basic and central tool in much of multivariate analysis are covariance matrices. It is clear that they can suffer much from outliers and gross errors (remember that an empirical variance is even “much more nonrobust” than an arithmetic mean); and unfortunately, their robustification encounters difficulties because of the “curse of dimension” (“too many directions in a high-dimensional space”). Robust $M$-estimators of location and scatter are an elegant and valuable tool for low dimensions; but it came as a shock to the “robustniks” community when Maronna (1976) (and later others) proved that under weak conditions the breakdown point for all equivariant $M$-estimators and in fact for all “smooth” and “reasonable” equivariant estimators is $\leq 1/p$, where $p$ is the dimension of the data. (Hence, starting with dimension around 10, the reliability of these methods is too low.)

As a reaction, “high breakdown point” estimators, such as the Stahel-Donoho estimator (Stahel 1981a,b; Donoho 1982), the minimum covariance determinant (MCD) estimator and others were developed for covariance matrices (and similarly for multiple regression, the “least median of squares” estimator going in fact back to Hampel 1975), which theoretically keep a breakdown point 1/2 for all dimensions, but which have to be approximated by a cumbersome computer search “in all directions” of a high-dimensional space.

While I think these methods are a legitimate and even fascinating topic for theoretical research, I do not think they should be recommended for general routine practical use. (There are always problems where even the most crazy looking methods invented in mathematical theory may be most appropriate. Thus, I recall a scientist who had the
problem of discovering a main effect analysis of variance structure in his data, which contained outliers, without knowing the experimental conditions (that is, the levels of the effects); but this is precisely the problem addressed by the sequence of estimators beyond the “shortest” (Hampel 1975, p. 380), the “shortest” being also the basis for the “least median deviation” or “least median of squares” estimator, which is also briefly discussed for general nonlinear models in that paper.)

In particular, the condition of equivariance has been overly stressed (for mathematical convenience?). Even though an affine equivariant “ideal” model is often appropriate, this is not true for the gross errors, which tend to occur quite often in single coordinates, thus breaking this structure. It may often be more appropriate first to downweight and eliminate the worst outliers in single coordinates, and then to “robustify” the rest in an affine equivariant way (thus still achieving “approximate” affine equivariance). Because of the “curse of dimension”, it may well be that no simple routine method would be fully appropriate under all circumstances; but in any case, I would think that a box of flexible and easily understandable tools combined with interactive analysis and interpretation of the data might be quite useful in real practice.

6.2 Some aspects of weight functions

Given a sample of \( p \)-dimensional vectors \( X_i \), we may start by first “robustifying” in single coordinates. In each coordinate, the median \( \text{med} \) is the most robust (in many ways) estimate of location, and the median deviation or median absolute deviation \( \text{MAD} \) (Hampel 1968, 1974; Andrews et al. 1972) is the most robust estimate of scale. Using them, we can center and scale the whole sample (by linear transformations) to robust location zero and robust dispersion diagonal one. Given this, we can already downweight and reject clear outliers in single coordinates, using the weights \( w(x) = \psi(x)/x \) corresponding to one of the “smoothly redescending \( M \)-estimators” (defined by \( \int \psi((x-T)/\text{MAD})dF(x) = 0 \)), such as 25A or biweight (cf. Section 4). - By the way, if deemed desirable, \( \text{med} \) and \( \text{MAD} \) can also be replaced by more efficient though similarly robust estimators.

A problem is to get good robust estimates of the correlations. There are a number of proposals for the correlation of each pair of variables. One possibility are rank correlations, such as Spearman’s or Kendall’s rank correlation. Their (moderately good) robustness properties, including their (somewhat intricate) breakdown properties, were first explored by Grize (1978). The most extreme correlation in some ways, the quadrant correlation, does often seem to lose too much information: but a less extreme class obtained by “smooth limiting” (cf. Huber 1981, Ch. 8.3), transforming the standardized data by a monotone \( \psi \)-function and taking the (biased) correlations of the transformed values, may be better applicable and leads to a positive semidefinite covariance matrix. Otherwise, one of the nicest proposals in this context (highly robust starting points) is probably the application of the idea in Gnanadesikan (1977, Ch. 5.2, Formula (70); there are many more proposals in this chapter): let \( Y_{ki} \) and \( Y_{kj} \) be the standardized \( i \)-th and \( j \)-th coordinates of the \( X_k \); then define \( r_{ij} = ((\text{MAD}_k(Y_{ki} + Y_{kj}))^2 - (\text{MAD}_k(Y_{ki} - Y_{kj}))^2)/((\text{MAD}_k(Y_{ki} + Y_{kj}))^2 + (\text{MAD}_k(Y_{ki} - Y_{kj}))^2) \). The main disadvantage is that if these pairwise highly robust correlations are put together, the resulting covariance matrix is (in general) not positive semidefinite.

There are other possibilities (cf. also the proposals in Hampel 1975; one claim there is wrong, cf. Hampel et al. 1986, p. 431). But for proceeding pragmatically and simply, we may tentatively just multiply all the weights \( = \psi(x)/x \), with \( \psi \) defining, e.g., 25A, cf. Andrews et al. 1972) of the single coordinates together to give a fixed weight for each
data point (eliminating all clear outliers in single coordinates). Then we may iteratively compute weighted covariance matrices, with these fixed weights multiplied with iterative weights derived from the “robust Mahalanobis distances” in each step. The final multiplied weights can be used in an ordinary Bayesian analysis of the weighted sample (cf. Section 5.3 above), as if the weights had been given apriori. Frequentists still should at least approximately acknowledge the effects of the weights being only estimated, e.g. by using the $\psi$-function formulas of $M$-estimators.

If the first weight function is $\equiv 1$ in a large central region, the resulting procedure is even approximately affine equivariant, if all data are “good”. The first weight function can be seen as giving a partial “precleaning” of the data.

For the choice of the weight function, compare also the general remarks towards the end of Section 4. If a quick descent is required for outside reasons, e.g. in order to separate nearby clusters, then the form of the tanh-estimator should be used or approximated, the “gross-error sensitivity” can and probably should be decreased, and the advantage of a lower “rejection point” is to be weighted against the danger of local instability (for concepts and arguments, cf. e.g. Hampel et al. 1986 and Hampel 1997).

Even more specifically: If $r$ is the standardized distance of a point from the center, or the Mahalanobis distance given by a weighted covariance matrix during the iterations, we may put $w(r) \equiv 1$ for $r \leq c$ and $w(r) \equiv 0$ for $r > z$, with $z > c$ (preferably $z > 3c$). (Some default values might be $c = 2$ or 2.5 and $z = 8$ for one-dimensional data, but there is a whole range of smooth redescenders, e.g. from 25A to 12A, see Andrews et al. 1972.) In between $c$ and $z$, the most primitive idea would be to go down linearly (which, by the way, is not the same as the linear descent of $\psi$ in HMD or in the third part of the three-part redescenders). However, it is better first to go down more slowly, as in a quadratic with derivative 0 at $c$ (and only later linearly). A popular form of weight function is Tukey’s biweight (Beaton and Tukey 1974); however, it redescends in one region almost as quickly as it ascends, and this could cause problems with very special data sets (Hampel et al. 1986, p. 408f).

The “curse of dimension” shows itself when we consider the choices of $c$ and $z$ for higher dimensions $p$. If $c$ is constant with respect to $p$, then a smaller and smaller percentage of data will receive weight 1. If $c$ (and $z$) is increasing with $p$ (e.g. such that this percentage stays constant), then in each direction it becomes harder and harder to downweight and reject data points; but this is to be expected, because there are “so many” directions in which data and hence also outliers could be.

Covariance matrices can be used to characterize classes of clusters. It appears natural to allow data points to have positive weights in two (or more) classes or clusters. (This happens, somewhat similarly, also in “fuzzy clustering”, cf., e.g., the FANNY method in Kaufman and Rousseeuw 1990.) This is often almost a necessity in a first round (for safety and efficiency reasons), and as long as only inference is considered, it may just describe the fact that the point fits into two (or more) populations. But when a decision is required (even if it be artificial), then each point may be put into the population where it has the largest weight. Depending on circumstances, we may even use rather quickly redescending weight functions in a later round (up to “hard rejection”), in order to separate the populations better.

The foregoing discussion may be naive in some ways, in trying to simplify the highly complex situation with robust covariance matrices to some essentials (in fact, some problems with the speed of convergence have already been noted), and there is room for many improvements and refinements. But that the basic ideas actually do work very nicely, has been shown by Hennig (1998, 2001, Hennig and Christlieb 2002) in his work on fixed point
clusters, starting iterative weighting more than once from small homogeneous subsets, where he gives both theoretical proofs of properties and successful empirical results of the procedures.

7 Artificial classes in a continuum

7.1 The problem in the one-dimensional case

Assume measurements or counts $Y$ are being made in a finite interval on $R$ (or $Z$), and that they can be modeled as an ideal value or parameter $X$ (unknown) plus a random term $\epsilon$, whose distribution is known (or can be estimated). Assume we want to subdivide the interval of $X$-values into finitely many classes for convenience (for example, in order to distinguish and name different degrees of severeness of a disease, when the severeness can be approximately measured), but because of the random fluctuation $\epsilon$, there will be misclassifications when $Y$ is used for the unknown $X$. How do we get a maximum number of classes (and hence maximum information from the classification) while keeping the probabilities of misclassification small in a suitable way?

First, it is clear that for $X$ near a boundary of two classes, the probability of misclassification is at least near 50%, at least for misclassification into a neighboring class, if not also other classes. All we can reasonably require is that the probability of misclassification into a nonneighboring class is small, say, at most $2\alpha$ (e.g., $= 10\%$ or $5\%$) for all nonneighboring classes. But then we can solve the problem by successive computation of the boundaries.

If we have a location or shift model (with restricted parameter range), we can start with a whole class for the parameter on the lower boundary of the range of $X$, take the upper $\alpha$-point of the distribution of $Y$ under this parameter as the next class boundary point, the upper $\alpha$-point under this next point as the following one, and so on. If we have a general continuous one-parameter model, we have to check each time whether the previous point is below the lower $\alpha$-point of the distribution under the present boundary value, otherwise we have to shift the latter upwards until this condition is fulfilled. (The reason for this slight complication is obviously that the variance or distribution of $\epsilon$ may change with the parameter.)

In a discrete case, say, the binomial distribution, we try to classify the possible discrete values in such a way that 2 observations in nonneighboring classes most likely do not come from the same parameter value. This means, we try to find out how many parameter groups and observation groups we can “half-”distinguish (in the sense that only misclassifications into neighboring groups are allowed to be likely). It will be interesting to compute how many classes are possible, for example, for $n = 20$ compared with $n = 10$ in the binomial case.

7.2 The two-dimensional continuous case

The two-dimensional case can occur, for example, when the results of a PCA, biplot or a correspondence analysis based on a small sample (with appreciable random variability of the points) are to be classified into as many “half”-distinguishable groups as possible.

In the two-dimensional case, we have the additional problem (and flexibility) of the shape of the classes. Assume we have a circular distribution of $Y$ with constant error distribution. A naive idea would be to divide the plane up into squares of a suitable size, by intersecting two orthogonal sets of equidistant parallels. But then each square would
have 8 neighboring squares with which it could easily be confused. A better idea might be to shift every second row by half a square-length; then each square has only 6 neighbors (though with a smaller distance of the nearest non-neighbor). Still better appears to be a filling of the plane with regular hexagons, because presumably each hexagon (if of equal size as a square) is better isolated (farther away) from its non-neighbors, reducing the error rate, or equivalently the hexagons can be made smaller (to be checked by computations).

The basic considerations (not the mathematical details) of this section may be of some value for the recent tendencies of strong subdivision of the Larus argentatus/Larus cachinnans complex (Herring gull complex) in ornithology. I do not think a geographical subdivision in which nonneighbors cannot be distinguished anymore (with reasonable certainty) would make much sense.

8 Some ideas concerning clustering

8.1 A robust metric

The following idea can be applied anywhere in multivariate analysis where a metric is used and it is feared that gross errors might occur in single coordinates. Instead of searching for the outliers separately, one simply “almost ignores” them by using a metric which is hardly affected by a few outliers.

The idea is inspired by the Prohorov distance between two probability distributions (Prohorov 1956), which has found a nice interpretation in robustness theory. We consider the same basic idea, but in a different manner. Let \( X_i \) and \( X_j \) be two \( p \)-dimensional vectors with coordinates \( X_{ik} \) and \( X_{jk} \). Starting with the basic metric \( d(X_i, X_j) = \max_k |X_{ik} - X_{jk}| \), we define the “robustified metric” \( d^\ast(X_i, X_j) = \inf \{ \epsilon : |X_{ik} - X_{jk}| \leq \epsilon \text{ except for a fraction } \epsilon \text{ of coordinates } \} \) or \( d^\ast(X_i, X_j) = \inf \{ \epsilon : \# k \text{ with } |X_{ik} - X_{jk}| > \epsilon \text{ is } \leq \epsilon p \} \).

This implies that data vectors with 1, 2, … clear outliers in single coordinates have at least distance \( 1/p \), \( 2/p \), … (also depending on the distances of the other coordinates), but not arbitrarily close to \( \infty \); for pairs of vectors with \( d < 1/p \) (without outliers), \( d \) and \( d^\ast \) agree. The incongruence of the two \( \epsilon \)'s in the definition, one describing a distance and the other describing a fraction of outliers, is also an advantage: we can scale the basic metric arbitrarily and thus decide in what distance we want to treat a pair of coordinates as containing an outlier, by putting that distance = \( 1/p \) by multiplication of the basic metric with a constant. (By the way, this rescaling is also sometimes incorporated into the definition of the Prohorov distance.)

This robust metric also partly answers a remark by W.J.J. Rey (2001, orally), who correctly noted that the naive use of the breakdown point for whole data vectors in high-dimensional multivariate statistics is inappropriate, because for large \( p \) almost every data vector will contain some outlying coordinates. The problem was already noted, together with other problems, in Tukey’s talk 1970 on robust regression in the Princeton robustness seminar (cf. Hampel 1997, p. 137).

8.2 Triple minimum spanning trees

Minimum spanning trees (MST) are a fast and valuable tool for getting a first hold of the (possibly complicated) structure of a data set in high dimensions. (There can and should be first many considerations concerning the choice of the metric, but we skip these here.) The MST describes a simple network covering all points and giving some information on closest neighbors of a point. But my impression is that it does not give enough information
about the neighborhood of any point. In order to get a first feeling for a local structure, we need some more neighboring points, but not too many, otherwise we would get lost again.

Therefore I suggest to try the tentative idea of an overlay of a few, preferably perhaps 3, MST. The basic MST is very fast to compute, so the others should not take much longer. The idea for the second MST is to determine an MST, but leaving out all connections already in the first tree. Similarly, the third MST must not contain any connections used in the first two MST.

The hope is that these trees together give a first indication of local clustering, local dimension, structural peculiarities, and so on, while still allowing to “look at the data” (with their tree connections). They might perhaps serve as a tool in exploratory analysis of high-dimensional data sets.

8.3 One-dimensional clusters (and modes) via a new smoothing method

Assume a (moderately large) number of points on the real line are given. Are they scattered “randomly”, or do they form certain clusters? (As an example, take the observation dates of a migrating bird species - with perhaps several populations - on the time axis. Are they distributed “uniformly” (or unimodally) over the whole migration period, or are there several distinct modes which should be reproducible with future observations, and which might belong to different populations or subspecies?) A related problem is that of discovering several modes (or even “hidden modes”, from different subpopulations) in a histogram from possibly heterogeneous data.

There are many, many smoothing methods for one-dimensional data. However, to my limited knowledge, they all may contain local “wiggles” which are not justified by the data, or they may contain a strong bias, deviating more globally from the data structure. In trying to formalize Tukey’s ideal of a “freehand smooth”, which avoids either fault, I developed the ingredients of a new smoothing methodology which minimizes the number of points of inflection in the curve and, in principle, all its derivatives. A “necessary” point of inflection describes a true feature of the data. The ingredients were (partly) put together in the thesis by Mächler (1989; 1995a and b) with a lot of sophistication, and resulting in a first, preliminary, but working computer program.

The program gives a solution essentially for each number (and approximate location) of points of inflection (and hence modes and antimodes in the derivative) given. A further, probably very demanding continuation of this work would be to develop tests (presumably by cumbersome simulations) for the necessity of a point of inflection (to test whether the “smooth” with it, or a pair of them, is significantly better than the “smooth” without). These tests could then be applied to the empirical cumulative distribution function of the observed points (which does not suffer from the disadvantages of the histogram), in order to find out which “apparent” clusters appear to be real.
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